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                        Laboratory

                        XJ78+62R, Samsenthai Road, Kaoyot Village, Sisathanak District, Vientiane, Laos

                        Opening hours

Monday to Friday

9am -12pm & 1:30pm - 3:30pm

Closed weekends


                        Phone: +856 (0) 21260357

                    

                    
                        Medical advice

                        We have 4 medical doctors who provide medical advice to patients and physicians by phone and mobile applications (WhatsApp, Line) about our laboratory testing results and treatment plans.

                        
                            
                                HIV & Hepatitis

                                Dr Phimpha PaboribouneTel: +856(0) 20 55510755
                                Dr Philavanh SitbounlangTel: +856(0) 20 55566562
                            

                            
                                Tuberculosis

                                Dr Silaphet SomphavongTel: +856(0) 20 55414531
                                Dr Inthalaphone KeovichitTel: +856(0) 20 77163874
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The Mérieux Foundation uses cookies to enhance your online experience and analyze your use of our site. If you agree for us to set cookies other than those strictly necessary for our site to work, please click “Accept All Cookies”. You can also manage your cookie preferences across our site now or later by clicking “Cookies Settings”. For more information, please read our Privacy Poilcy.
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                        Privacy Overview
                        
                            This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these cookies, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may have an effect on your browsing experience.
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                            Certain cookies are necessary to ensure the proper functioning of the Mérieux Foundation website. If you wish, you can configure your Internet browser to restrict or block these cookies.
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                            Social networks and video sharing services improve the usability of the site, enrich its content, increase its visibility and help promote it via content sharing.
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                            These cookies allow us to establish statistics relating to the frequentation and use of the website, by determining for example the number of visits to the website and what are the most or least visited pages, by evaluating the navigation of users on the website and by identifying possible dysfunctions. They thus contribute to the constant improvement of the website.
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